Effects, impacts, influences

Literature

Old

Extraordinary

Joint, combined, shared, common

Mixed

To create, to produce

Identification, identity

Recognition

To become popular / to be a tradition

Best

Alive, live

Immortal

Impressions

Bright, dazzling

Example

Southern

India

Possessor of “Deewaan”

Different, excluded

Mixed

Everyday life

Day by day

Language

Usage

Spoken language, vernacular

For example

Innocent heart

Pain, suffering

Remedy, medicine

Eager, fond

Bored, disgusted, disassociated

O God

Matter, story

Examples, samples

Regional languages

Doors to be opened / not closed

Mixture, assorted stuff, rice boiled with pulse

World

Ancient India

Scholarly

Property

Sweet, tuned

Sweet

Matter, issue

To be opened

Circle

To draw, to make

Interesting

Land, territory, country

Always

To pull, to attract

Magnetic

Greek

Persian

Kept coming

It is apparent / obvious

Local language

Completely, fully, perfectly

In this situation

With each other

Transaction, give and take

Cultural

Exchange, transfer

Market

Relationship, connection

To produce x / create x / to give birth

Monastery

Place

Religion

Region, area

Mystic

Central

Personality

To play the role of x

Meaning

Army

Different

Nation, community

Complexion, colour

Race, generation

Word

To be included

Pure

Generally, usually

Civilization, culture

Country

Laboratory

With difficulty

Temperament, nature

To mix, to join

To add, to join

Homeland

Country

To learn

To teach

Therefore

Many hundred

In this manner

Classical

Genres

Present